Towards a Carbon Neutral Exeter - Barriers identified in the
workshop
Workshop date: 18th February 2020

Introduction
This document summarises the barriers as identified by the assembled group in response to
the question “If Exeter is to be carbon-neutral by 2030 what business and economic
challenges will we need to overcome?
A list of attendees is provided at the end of this document. Insights from these barriers will
be included in the Net Zero Exeter Plan to be delivered in early April 2020.

Mobility
Mobility Barrier Statements
These are the agreed set of barriers following individual brainstorms (see post-it transcripts)
and group discussion.
Mobility Barrier: Restructuring Incentive Schemes (behavioural)
Why is it important?
Discourages private cars. Attractive to the next generation of staff. Improved air quality.
Healthy staff. More productive. Key form of carbon energy reduction.
Why has it not been addressed yet?
Fear of not being competitive to new staff. Staff cars for business travel. Lack of viable
alternative. Variable hours and late shifts. Contracts for existing staff. Public perception is
only now shifting.

What is the value if addressed?
Recruitment - could be attractive. Healthy staff. Leading by example.
In what timeframe should it be addressed?
1-2 years.
What resources are required?
HR guidance, template benefit schemes, external case studies. HMRC tax changes.
Policy support. Statutory employment rules.
What are the next steps?
Economic analysis of the cost of driving / subsidising. How much is land value used for
parking. Staff consultation. Creation of new policies.

Mobility Barrier: Behaviour
Why is it important?
Technical shouldn't be used as an excuse.
Actual activity and impact. impact on activity of the business.
Why has it not been addressed yet?
Individual freedom. Enormity of the unknown - easier to pigeonhole ourselves. Focus too
much on solutions rather than tackling behaviour.
What is the value if addressed?
Reduce congestion and improve air quality through voluntary change rather than carrot
and stick.
In what timeframe should it be addressed?
Immediately
What resources are required?
Political leadership. Production of messaging / communication. Engagement. Political
infrastructure.
What are the next steps?
Individual net zero champions in each business to engage with ECC. Establish
programme. Implement programme. Review and engage change.

Mobility Barrier: lack of leadership and ambition for change

Why is it important?
Resistance and fear of change and its implications. Not being aware of the benefits to the
business of change. What would be the impact: healthier happier staff, less sick days,
better productivity, more retention. Cost/benefit uplift.
Why has it not been addressed yet?
Perceived as too difficult and expensive. “Who blinks first” competitive advantage. Medium
and long term cost to business increased with loss of productivity and hostile business
environment. Carbon increases - productivity decreases.
What is the value if addressed?
Increase in active travel use - measure. Staff retention rate - measure
Attracting the people we need
Reduced absence form work
In what timeframe should it be addressed?
blank
What resources are required?
Immediately - building up best practice case studies (evidence), Identifying champions.
Monitoring / build data sets - digital platforms - for measuring performance (1-2 year).
Coordinated business plan support / accreditation system - linked to funding for smarter
planning.
What are the next steps?
blank

Mobility Barrier: Rural dispersed staff
Why is it important?
Recruitment and retention, time it takes, unhappy staff, impact on customers and city,
journey time resilience
Why has it not been addressed yet?
Stop start approach, not enough data sharing, other priorities, focus within city, growth as
a driver.
What is the value if addressed?
Less traffic, happy healthy staff, easier recruitment, productivity
In what timeframe should it be addressed?
1-10 years

What resources are required?
Park and change, how to start from the outside of the centre, increased promotion of car
share. Network around the city, consistent funding, links with rail and bus frequency
What are the next steps?
Try before you buy for bikes - 1-2 years
Better promotion of car share - 1-2 years
Park and change - 3-5 years
Fast track investment in co-bikes - 1-2 years

Mobility Barrier: lack of viable alternative to private car for getting to work. Especially
form outskirts of the city.
Why is it important?
Need to consider staff working on shifts, ensuring linkage of routes. Not enough public
transport reaching all necessary areas around the city. Enabler to drive reduction in
private car. Corporate social responsibility. Happier, healthier staff.
Why has it not been addressed yet?
Transport providers don't talk to each other. Businesses need buy-in abd demand.
Individuals have different personal needs. Competition between providers.
What is the value if addressed?
Reduced number of single occupancy vehicles coming into the workplace. Staff arriving on
time.
In what timeframe should it be addressed?
Immediately
What resources are required?
Public transport investment gives confidence to employers to reduce parking. New
technology eg autonomous vehicles. Clarity on authority and decision making
What are the next steps?
Advertise to staff the public transport options available. Individual travel plans. Consider
incentives for green travel.
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Facilities and infrastructure to enable
active travel, issues with ownership
More than lip service to sustainable
travel planning
Accessibility of travel information
Mobility as a service platform for city as
a whole
Promotion of existing offers
Financial issues for rural hinterland trips
Rurality - workforce recruitment and
retention. Lack of journey solutions
across city partners
Data sharing
Culture / behaviour change
infrastructure - exchange, intra-city
Regulations - rules of road, no car
zones
Money
Journey time and convenience of public
transport
Based in exeter but business is beyond
exeter - car sharing sometimes the only
option
Lack of choice for urban-rural trips
Time of public transport vs time to drive
Inequality of access to sustainable travel
Sowton - lack of amenities and services, requirement to drive
Planning policy is impacting on development of new work and travel hubs - example
Sowotin, many employed in the area but little social infrastructure
Risk with change
Travel plan and engagement needs constant effort
Need to make driving by car less attractive
Carrot and stick required
Congestion / journey times
Political will
Genuine public commitment to sustainable travel
Dispersed land use
Incentives aren't always successful
How to change human behavior
Behaviour change - choice not to drive, reluctance? Confidence?
Poor at showcasing benefits
Perception and governance of removing parking or travel on 1 day
Funding mechanisms for sustainable initiatives
Leadership and ambition for change
Branch is fixed location - needs to be staffed
The fundamental purpose of our business is as an experiential location
Staff living far and wide - all drive, Plymouth, Cornwall, Taunton
People commuting in from rural areas need efficient transport
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Rural area - clients everywhere, public transport sometimes not suitable
Travel form greater exeter
Flexibility
Size of organisation - too big / too small
Resources - time / money
Transfer of investment from private cars to other modes
Complex ives, kids, parents
Resistance to change
Overcoming entrenched / learned personal behaviors
Cost
Time
Convenience
Recruitment
Weak incentives to change, trends are moving in the other direction
Resource to provide mobile bicycle mechanic and repair station at new developments
Second hand bikes on travel to work schemes please (policy)
Limited parking - split site
Free ample parking at work
Employees subsidise driving more than cycling and walking
Mileage Payment to staff 45p - make money out of driving
Cars = status
Need different categories of businesses
Parking
Need for travel
Client base in rural locations - change strategy
Need for personal involvement on site
Need to see customers face-face
Goods deliveries
Variety of suppliers that could be reduced but would be potentially commercially
determinantal to sponsorship
Affiliations of visitors - sponsorship
Trains wont stop
Lack of integration of forms of transport - could have car/train/bus for one journey
Cheaper to drive
Faster to drive
Lack of public transport infrastructure capable of providing ease of mobility for the
current population and migrating workforce (outside of city boundaries)
Alternative transport modes needs to be safe, affordable, convenient, weatherproof
Massive volume of visitors on match days - far and wide up to 14,000
Available public transport on match days and in the week
Interface / interchange of public transport
Some negatives over remote working - IT/social/perception - not really working
Lack of support for home working
Cycling hubs across the city
Space
Cost
Planning, change of use - permissions to set up hubs

Mobility Barriers - Word Cloud

Energy
Energy Barrier Summaries
These are the agreed set of barriers following individual brainstorms (see post-it transcripts)
and group discussion.
Energy Barrier: lack of control / local regulation - creating level playing fields for all
participants. (policy / business)
Why is it important?
Commercial disadvantage if you invest when others do not need to
Why has it not been addressed yet?
Pressure from industry. Weakness from government
What is the value if addressed?
Economic boot through investment and compliance with policy
In what timeframe should it be addressed?
Immediately
What resources are required?
Political will
What are the next steps?
Legislation change

Energy Barrier: Cost. Additional cost to businesses and consumers and how we live.
Why is it important?
Sustainable incentives are costly for business and consumers. Today we don't prioritise
sustainable energy due to other costs which are more important. IF cost was no barrier
would be more accessible for the many and not the few.
Why has it not been addressed yet?
New technology and only the businesses and consumers with more wealth are willing to
invest. Weak supply chain.
What is the value if addressed?
Energy efficiency and more individual energy production (less from grid - even add to
grid). Reduce energy.

In what timeframe should it be addressed?
1-5 years
What resources are required?
Supply chain - more resource and more retailers
More awareness of currency and carbon pricing.
What are the next steps?
Financial incentives
Reduction of costs - who are the companies we need to approach - retailers,
manufacturers, house builders.

Energy Barrier: [Un]certainty (behavioural)
Why is it important?
Is it really urgent to act?
Why has it not been addressed yet?
Lack of leadership
What is the value if addressed?
Meet the target and transformation
In what timeframe should it be addressed?
Immediate
What resources are required?
Education - decision making
What are the next steps?
Leadership to lead
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Financial incentives for retrofitting properties: council tax, business rates, mortgages
etc
Incentives
Not owning our own offices - reliant on building owner
Insulating homes
Increased use of electricity for homes and businesses, cost of green energy
production
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Lack of enforcement of MEES compliance (Minimum Energy Efficiency Standards)
Planning - how quickly can the council change planning guidelines to encourage
industrial level development. Lead time to deliver large projects
Planning - consistency that support a carbon neutral approach to delivery of heat and
hot water
Affordable renewable energy
Transport of waste
PPA - combined purchasing to drive scale - can be limited
Trust and risk management
Charging infrastructure and connecting all together
We don't know so we don't plan - what will ULEV do in terms of range?
Electric vehicle charging / cost fears
Local production of green energy
Value measured in terms of cost not carbon
Procurement competitiveness - lowest tender wins. No incentive to invest high
Public not willing to pay for more sustainable homes
Lack of regulation - level playing field
Resilience of electrical supplies and condition of infrastructure in the south west
Infrastructure
Low income families - price?
Affordability of technology
Affordability - to buy new technology
Technology
Decarbonisation of the grid
Getting off gas networks = increases electricity demand
Regulation and policy on local renewable networks and energy storage
Costs - currently on carbon! Measured by carbon

Energy Barriers - Word Cloud

Sustainability
Sustainability Barrier Summaries
These are the agreed set of barriers following individual brainstorms (see post-it transcripts)
and group discussion.
Sustainability Barrier: Conflicting and not fit for purpose regulations and policies
(political)
Why is it important?
Policy makes things happen - everything else is optional. Sustainability should be
embraced and embedded at every level. Having consistency across sectors.
Why has it not been addressed yet?
Lack of communication between enforcing bodies. Politics of politics. Not trendy until now.
What is the value if addressed?
Short term and effective change.
In what timeframe should it be addressed?
Ongoing
What resources are required?
People. Engaged policy makers. ECC embracing change - implementing new policies.
What are the next steps?
Business to demand change in the public sector. Business being less condescendent to
public bodies.

Sustainability Barrier: Linear thinking, business models, take, make, dispose.
(behavioural / economic)
Why is it important?
Creating waste. Ownership over sharing / reusing. Siloed. Assets kept in use for longer.
Circular economy. Reuse, repair, remanufacture, share item, less waste.
Why has it not been addressed yet?
Behaviour embedded. Lure of recycling. Don't look at economy for full life cycle. Culture.
What is the value if addressed?
Economics. More customers, good example. Carbon 40% - resource use.

In what timeframe should it be addressed?
blank
What resources are required?
blank
What are the next steps?
blank

Sustainability Barrier: Inconsistent and discretionary design standards for new build in
UK
Why is it important?
Market reality. Low standard building controls. Profit pressure.
Why has it not been addressed yet?
Funding, knowledge, training.
What is the value if addressed?
Better buildings. Lower running costs.
In what timeframe should it be addressed?
Immediately
What resources are required?
Subsidies. Inspector training.
What are the next steps?
More workshops

Sustainability Barrier: No consistent procurement approach to sustainability
Why is it important?
Local procurement sustainability. Reduce waste, create local jobs, net zero.
Why has it not been addressed yet?
Not joined up locally, governmentally or business.
What is the value if addressed?

More social benefits
In what timeframe should it be addressed?
blank
What resources are required?
blank
What are the next steps?
blank

Sustainability Barrier: lack of collaborative working between businesses (market
intelligence)
Why is it important?
What went well to replicate, what went well to avoid. Future proofing sectors. Generate
efficiencies and synergy. Marketing and incentives.
Why has it not been addressed yet?
Competition, resistance to change, fear of losing business.
What is the value if addressed?
KPIs
In what timeframe should it be addressed?
Immediately
What resources are required?
Participation in business platforms. Incentivising business. Data collection infrastructure.
What are the next steps?
Networking, communicating more. accepting failure as part of the journe. Setting direction,
agreeing clear deliverable.

Sustainability Barrier: Uninformed and unmanaged and unplanned use of resources
Why is it important?
Resources are limited
Why has it not been addressed yet?

Lack of knowledge, lack of awareness of the immediate danger. Money driven behaviours,
single use of goods is normalised. Globalisation. Access to resources.
What is the value if addressed?
Future-proof our lifestyle. Equality. Access to resources. Protection of resources. Control.
In what timeframe should it be addressed?
Immediately
What resources are required?
Policies and regulation. Education. Promote local produce. Traceability of products.
What are the next steps?
Communication strategies - word “emergency”. Procurement. Measuring and reporting.
Data collection. Accountability. responsbilioty./ prioritise reduce and reuse over recycle.

Sustainability Barrier: lack of government leadership (political)
Why is it important?
Businesses can't make decisions/investment without clear and consistent baseline /
legislation .Government needs to set standards and drive improvements.
Why has it not been addressed yet?
Short term politics.Business competitiveness - companies reluctance to invest (scared?).
Potential business risk.
What is the value if addressed?
Level playing field for all businesses. Companies MUST comply.
In what timeframe should it be addressed?
Immediately - 2 years.
What resources are required?
Policy change. Leadership. Media.
What are the next steps?
Lobbying from business to government. Business influence.

Sustainability Barrier: Capacity within organisations to take action
Why is it important?

Without it nothing can happen. Impact is the (potential) relaisation) of the goals.
Why has it not been addressed yet?
It hasn't cost “us” on the bottom line. Where there is cost it is unequal. Has it been made
important enough to force organisations into providing capacity?
What is the value if addressed?
Resource to tackle the problems...
In what timeframe should it be addressed?
Immediately
What resources are required?
Financial. People. Policies (internally)
What are the next steps?
Timetable of commitment to increasing capacity inc growth (as appropriate)

Sustainability Barrier: Access to information and prioritisation (behavioural)
Why is it important?
If overcome there would be a natural and collective will to become carbon neutral
Why has it not been addressed yet?
Political and economic barriers. If not addressed we will have continued inertia.
What is the value if addressed?
If most people “on-side” there would be an enormous shift towards carbon neutrality.
In what timeframe should it be addressed?
6-10 years
What resources are required?
Appropriately qualified teachers, educationalists, government and teaching / training
facilities
What are the next steps?
Investing in our educational stock. Local government to lead process. Put on national
curriculum.
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Lack of infrastructure - reliance on car
Procurement strategies and policies
Conflicting greglation (the need for plastic)
Market intelligence - a collaborative approach needed
Traceability of products and goods
Flexible working arrangements
No planning consent for new businesses - without absolute carbon zero construction
Difficulty in managing guest / customer expectations
Retrofitting existing stock
Lack of education and resources for staff
Green buildings cost more to build and no demonstrable rental premium
Expectations, what wer are used to, change resistance
Collective food waste for energy generation
Air quality - no school, rus in cars for primary school
Reinstate city walls
Extinction rebellion for middle/older classes
Supermarket wont reduce plastic use without either customer pressure or
government policy
Not enough knowledge about the impact of unnecessary travel
Challenge the need to travel (instead call.email/video)
School catchment and transport
Stagecoach to make change, speed of change, incentcitiving, knowledge, challenge
need to travel
Development economics / profitability
Preserving development value - vested interests
Facilitate flexible / home working
Viability challenges
Regulation, leadership, pioneer projects
Design stand to be consistent for all to adhere to, new build or passivhaus or
refurbishment
Single use plastic - from paper to construction material - packaging on most items
bought as exeter City Council aim it would have more impact to coordinate approach
to this with suppliers
Commercial vehicles lacking in ULEV technology
Food industry packaging - food arrives with too much
Business waste / food waste increased transparency of what happens to it, more
education, better choice
Fossil fuel using during construction limited non-fossil fuel plant available on market not the technology
Behaviour is a barrier in business / cost leads to resistance to change unless people
feel this is the right thing to do
Prevent materials becoming waste - circular economy, reuse, reusable packaging,
return to suppliers
Lack of costing the whole system for benefits ie less parking spaces, better
commercial space, people, wildlife
Inclusivity - access to electric vehicles versus private car needs - mainly school run.
Electric car costs
Regenerative design - incentivise developers to achieve high energy performance
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Inspection is a problem
Passivehaus very difficult in large multi-dwelling developments
Regenerative design - capturing and reusing waste energy - needs daily monitoring
and maintenance. Often systems are too complex
Standards - kitemark for environmental credentials of products
Lack of awareness of sharing services economy
Behavioural barriers
Inconsistency - consumer change, government leadership
Electric vehicles - infrastructure not adequate
Pm2.5 and pm10 go up with electric vehicles
Reticence to acknowledge the hydrogen economy
Network of charging points - where, when, how, equity of access
Commuting - smart working, flexible working, conference call, organise meetings
Retrofitting commercial premises - insulation, solar panels/ ground source heat
pump, cost /commercial viability
Waste legislation and risk of environmental harm
Education of population on how to recycle properly
All plastics to be recyclable
Should we pay to have our recycling collected?
How does a building generate more energy than it consumes
Planners to allow local wind turbines
Connected approach, facilitated by whom? To enable the circular economy approach
- “facilitation”
Future employees - why would they work for us?
AIDA - Awareness, interest, desire, action
Capacity - time to think and plan how to act/operate sustainably
Corporate attitudes - company car / car allowance - so shouldn't use public transport
Information - ability to make decisions
Client lack of interest in “better”
Ignorance
Genuine culpability
Government policy - constant shifting - flow through from central to local policy
Lack of direction form government
Keep assess close to business
No business model thinking

Sustainability Barriers - Word Cloud

Capability
Capability Barrier Statements
These are the agreed set of barriers following individual brainstorms (see post-it transcripts)
and group discussion.
Capability Barrier: Communications terminology - net zero vs carbon neutral
(behavioural)
Why is it important?
To enable common understanding of the goal and reasons for change
Why has it not been addressed yet?
Confusion
What is the value if addressed?
Reinforces positive change and behavior
In what timeframe should it be addressed?
Immediately
What resources are required?
None needed - led by leadership and communications
What are the next steps?
Clarify terminology and targets

Capability Barrier: Measurement - understanding the target and its definition (technical)
Why is it important?
We need to understand the baseline position and quickly map the current initiatives /
capabilities
Why has it not been addressed yet?
Appears to have started under Exeter City Futures
What is the value if addressed?
blank
In what timeframe should it be addressed?

Immediately
What resources are required?
ECC / ECF to establish accurate baseline data
What are the next steps?
blank

Capability Barrier: Individual Ownership
Why is it important?
To facilitate change
Why has it not been addressed yet?
No one solution - complicated
What is the value if addressed?
Create change
In what timeframe should it be addressed?
Immediately
What resources are required?
Education
What are the next steps?
Identify leaders to take control

Sustainability Barrier: Information (political/policy)
Why is it important?
To inform and educate
Why has it not been addressed yet?
Political. Fear.
What is the value if addressed?
Know how to move forward

In what timeframe should it be addressed?
Immediately
What resources are required?
Exeter “app”, Exeter City Futures
What are the next steps?
Identify leaders to take control.

Capability Post-It Transcripts
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Communications to improve in terms of
what is happening across the city
Support for SMEs to work with big
businesses in procurement
Need change of mindset to get people out
of their cars
Reinforce positive change and behaviour
Communications terminology
Have a glossary on terminology and
accessible to all
Company policy does not allow CSR / net
zero to be in a tender programme
Desire of company owners and available
capacity isnt allowing net zero in tender
documents
Need more people living in the city where
jobs and education is located
Small actions to begin with to get buy in
Company policy banning internal flights
and buying cars have unintentional consequences on local businesses
Which data to use related to the 12 goals should be collated and analysed city wide
Property owners struggle to monitor energy/water use or is it the responsibility of the
tenant?
Language needs to be clear “carbon neutral” or “net-zero”
What is the baseline to achieve 2025/2030 net zero measurements
Skills - measuring change to net zero what is the baseline today for 2025/2030
Supporting SMEs - CSR? Big business will do this anyway
Capacity on the grid for EV charging is limited
Businesses need to club together to buy a fleet of EV buses to transport employees
in from major hubs. Stagecoach oppose this
Large businesses are located across the city and not in one place so lots of cross city
traffic.
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Poor buses
1000+ (people) businesses is a very small number of businesses in Exeter. Need to
involve medium businesses
Business vs Public (government) need
Global vs regional vs local
Conflict between agreeing wording of pledges / charters / commitments for national /
international businesses
Planning departments and the reality of businesses don't align. Car free development
and what business needs
Need cities to work together otherwise lots of different blueprints
Barrier with national and regional companies
People and businesses understanding the true cost (viability)
UK corporate: “ cities and towns working to ‘one charter’” otherwise you could end up
trying to sign up to too many
Student population - where is their voice as they are the ones who will benefit
Car parking encourages petrol and diesel cars. Need policy to change to encourage
ULEV / EV
Really important to help small businesses understand their carbon footprint and
create their carbon plan
Jobs are not where people live in rural areas
There should be a barrier to CSR if you don't do it you won't survive
Micro businesses not having the spare capacity to develop CSR or volunteering

Capability Barriers - Word Cloud

Pledges
At the end of the workshop businesses were invited to share some actions that they will take
in response to the net zero Exeter ambition. These were captured under short, medium and
long term timeframes.

2020 - 2022
●

Continue to accelerate the collaboration with some of the key anchor institutions
within the city to address these issues. Look at expansion of the project connecting
with various initiatives like this (University of Exeter)

●

Discuss alternative means of incentive for getting employees out of cars (Kendall
Kingscott)

●

Using renewable energy suppliers in new homes

●

Increase communication about sustainable (energy efficient) products (Ikea)

●

Draw up our own carbon plan

●

We will undertake an assessment of our existing carbon footprint and use to inform
our CO2 reduction strategy

●

We are already prioritising walking / cycling and use of public transport to meetings
where possible and car sharing for commuting / distant meetings

●

Use Exeter Chamber to promote best practice for net zero exeter

●

Sign up to be carbon neutral by 20205 in operations of business

●

Revisit green travel plan and promote cycling initiatives again

2023 - 2025
●

Change business pool car to EV

●

Currently we only issue green leases but will add more to sustainable “fit-out”

●

Future proof homes for all electric usage and more thermally efficient

2026 - 2030
●

As a business ensure meetings use audio visual tech in preference to travel

●

Get all tenants signed up to sustainable / green utility providers

●

Incorporating renewable energy production into new homes. Such as ground source
heat pumps or PV panels with home batteries

Business Survey Responses
The businesses attending the workshop were invited to provide a selection of small, medium
and large businesses and from different sectors. Members of the Chamber of Commerce
were represented by The Chamber, the Federation of Small Businesses (FSB) represented
FSB members and InExeter represented those business who are InExeter levy payers.
Alongside the workshop Exeter City Futures ran a survey to capture the views of other
businesses who could not attend.

Section 1: Tell us a bit about you
22 organisations took part in the survey which was promoted via social media and shared by
the Chamber and the FSB to their membership. The organisations were from a cross sector
of industries and most are small businesses with less than 250 employees.

Of the organisations who responded the majority have committed to programmes to reduce
waste and increase recycling. Sustainable travel initiatives and programmes of energy
reduction are the next highest responses. A small number of respondents indicate that they
have begun to collect data about their own carbon footprint and may even have committed to
individual plans.

Your Priorities
Businesses were asked to identify their top three goals. The percentage of businesses
selecting each goals as within in their priority list is as follows:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Reliable Journeys and Resilient Roads - 54.5%
Reduced Dominance of Cars - 50%
Clean Air - 40.9%
Access to Renewable Energy - 36.4%
Reduced Energy Consumption - 36.4%
Green Spaces and Local Produce - 31.8 %
Collective Action - 18.2%
Affordable Healthy Homes - 18.2%
Efficient Resource Management - 9.1%
Regenerative Design - 4.5%
An Analytical Approach - 0%
Locally Controlled Finance - 0%

The need to ensure that staff can travel to work reliably was a clear priority. The low number
of respondents selecting waste as a priority suggests that this is considered reasonably

under control , correlating with the high number of organisations suggesting they had already
implemented measures in this area. No organisations identified locally controlled finance or
an analytical approach as a priority. This may suggest that more work is needed to articulate
the benefits of these goals.
Your Challenges
Respondents were asked about specific challenges and concerns that they had in meeting
the items that the Blueprint sets out under each theme. Responses were as follows:
Please tell us about the challenges your organisation is facing to meet the requirements
within the Energy Theme? (reducing demand, renewable generation..)
●

Small organisation, limited resource/time to develop plans / engage. Energy landlord won't do anything re building, heat, electricity supply.

●

We are limited by our funding

●

We are largely dependent on our landlord to achieve these goals

●

Technology

●

No big challenge - my business has been fuelled by 100% renewable energy for 5
years now.

●

we require multiple vehicles doing various drops, so would need to replace a fleet

●

We are often tied in to contracts for 3 years or more so needs a long term plan

●

We already run quite sustainable business

●

Financial - renewable energy providers cost more, solar panel systems are expensive
etc

●

Old buildings - with very little opportunity for insulation / efficient energy use

●

We do not have a say over the energy supplier we use in our building.

●

District heating is not zero but is mandated.

●

Reducing the amount of travel by car for staff coming to work and during the working
day

●

We have already installed solar panels and buy our electricity on a green tariff, while
gas use runs heating only. We have improved the energy efficiency of our old
building as far as is feasible. As we have already taken steps to reduce our usage
before the Net Zero policy was enacted, our concerns are that an onus on measured
continual reduction rather than maintaining an already minimal level would prove
unsustainable over time.

●

Current state of Exeter road layout and reliance on car journeys to get business done

●

None - we currently use renewable energy

Please tell us about the challenges your organisation is facing to meet the requirements
within the Mobility Theme? (Staff travel, access to your site, supporting active travel..)
●

most of workforce live outside city (as far as Axminster - who does travel by train)
and in villages. Rely on cars due to poor public transport. We have cycle to work
scheme. one day a week work from home, members of co-cars for some of our local
journeys within work. but not sure what else we can do?

●

The bus and train service stops at a certain time of night, therefore a car is necessary
to visit the theatre for shows

●

Our client base is largely on a low income, so car parking fees, public transport and
disabled parking are all issues for them

●

Infrastructure

●

My biggest challenge is that we are required to use large vehicles a couple of times a
month (currently diesel vans) in order to transport quantities of bikes and equipment
to run events (e.g. gazebos, workshop stands, boxes of accessories - too much to be
able to carry in a cargo bike). I have already eliminated and discouraged most other
vehicular journeys, including staff travel, wherever possible and we actively promote
sustainable transport to our visitors and customers.

●

We start work before public transport is readily available, so they use cars to come
into work

●

A lot of staff rely on trains and these services are unreliable. We have no parking
available so everyone either cycles, uses the trains or park and ride. There are less
than 5 staff who bring a car on any given day.

●

None really, we all use buses or walk.

●

Sowton is gridlocked at least twice per day for two + hours - public transport is poor,
expensive and cycling access is dangerous (despite one marked cycle lane) leaves
very few options other than to drive

●

Exeter's Roads and infrastructure do not help.

●

Lack of a multi-modal travel hub so that staff commute easily and directly to Exeter
Science Park using public transport.

●

Buy in from staff to find different ways to travel that may affect their ability to be
flexible

●

Most of our staff travel by bike, bus or on foot already, and a Cycle to Work scheme
is available for those interested. If the city were to mandate installation of facilities
such as showers and changing areas we would be unable to comply because the
building is already fully utilised, and lacks the necessary plumbing infrastructure.

●

Limited transport to rural based customers

●

Poor transport links outside of Exeter

Please tell us about the challenges your organisation is facing to meet the requirements
within the Sustainability Theme? (waste, recycling, biodiversity...)
●

Easier as small organisation, one office - pay Trash to collect recyclables. Mindful
around purchasing decisions - local / sustainable wherever we can

●

Having to pay for recycling means that I take it all to my private address. We already
have to buy dustbin bags and pay for them to be collected on top of paying rates.
Also we have an old building in conservation area.

●

We are largely dependent on our landlord to achieve these goals

●

I am in the bike industry, which relies on the manufacture and use of metal goods
and rubber, which has always been a challenge to recycle. Over the past 7 years that
I have been in business, I have actively sought out ways to reduce, re-use and
recycle these parts but it's not always easy.

●

many of our materials are made from single use plastic

●

We are tied into contract with the Crescent Pricing Consortium and the companies
they have signed up who can provide a tender.

●

No real alternative for plastic wrap right now. Experimented with the major players on
the market but currently nothing works for us. Hard to reduce people's single use
commitment.

●

Educating staff to recycle, cut down on food waste etc

●

Finding local wood waste (pallet) recycling is impossible - implemented recycling
points in offices (removed bins) and cardboard compactors

●

Maintaining and enhancing biodiversity while planning to develop Exeter Science
Park.

●

Amount of plastic packaging and food waste

●

We already have a strict recycling policy and have been proactively reducing material
usage, and/or using recycled materials where possible. It might be feasible to install
rainwater collection to the building, but if mandated would expect to see this
subsidised.

●

As a resident Exeter City Council recycling processes way behind other councils eg
Teignbridge Council

●

Local business bin collections only recycle cardboard.

●

We regularly remake our escape rooms (once every 2 years for each room), we aim
to use second hand supplies where possible but still require a certain amount of
building supplies each time

Please tell us about the challenges your organisation is facing to meet the requirements
within the Capability Theme? (data skills, data sharing, entrepreneurship...)
●

Data - lack internal skills to develop clear strategy around data as part of wider tech
strategy

●

We are a small staff, a small school and receive no public funding of any kind. Our
students struggle to find fees, with no government support, so our options are limited
by that factor.

●

As part of a national network of like-minded charities we are able to access guidance
and support.

●

Technology

●

I don't see challenges here, only opportunities! I am already actively engaged with
many local community groups and participate in regular volunteering and skill sharing
opportunities.

●

Investment

●

Access to internet capacity, incoming lines and fibre on Sowton is extremely poor
availability low - so necessitates more travel than necessary between 10 sites on
Sowton.

●

Sufficient resource.

●

People embracing fundamental change

●

It's hard to see what would be required of us under this theme. We would welcome
the introduction of a carbon neutral accreditation scheme, as we are currently looking
for something like this already.

Support Required
As a final question businesses were asked what support or further information they might be
interested in accessing.
●

54.5% of respondents would like to have more information about how to use waste
as a resource. This contradicts the earlier responses that waste as a resource was
only a priority for 9% of businesses.

●

50% of respondents indicated that they would like to understand more about
implementing sustainable travel schemes for staff.

●

54.5% would like to engage with other organisations to collaborate

●

40.9% would be interested in access to resources and case studies

●

31.8% would like support to implement programmes of energy reduction

●

22.7% would like to build more analytical and data skills in their organisation

Other responses included:
●

data, collaborate, resources, staff travel

●

collaboration with a similar training / theatre establishment

●

plastic free alternatives
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LHC Design
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Premises Manager
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Partner
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Director
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Partner
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